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V. Daval, O. Aubreton, F. Truchetet
Le2i,UMR 6306 CNRS-Université de Bourgogne, France
ABSTRACT
The 3D acquisition-compression-processing chain is, most of the time, sequenced into independent stages. As
resulting, a large amount of 3D points are acquired whatever the geometry of the object and the processing to be
done in further steps. It appears, particularly in mechanical part 3D modeling and in CAD, that the acquisition
of such an amount of data is not always mandatory. We propose a method aiming at minimizing the number
of 3D points to be acquired with respect to the local geometry of the part and therefore to compress the cloud
of points during the acquisition stage. The method we propose is based on a new coarse to ﬁne approach in
which from a coarse set of 2D points associated to the local normals the 3D object model is segmented into a
combination of primitives. The obtained model is enriched where it is needed with new points and a new primitive
extraction stage is performed in the reﬁned regions. This is done until a given precision of the reconstructed
object is attained. It is noticeable that contrary to other studies we do not work on a meshed model but directly
on the data provided by the scanning device.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The 3D acquisition-compression-processing chain (see ﬁgure 1) is, most of the time, sequenced into independent
stages.
As resulting, a large amount of 3D points (data) are acquired whatever the geometry of the object and the
processing to be done in further steps. It appears, particularly in mechanical part 3D modeling and in CAD,
that the acquisition of such an amount of data is not always mandatory. We propose a method aiming at
minimizing the number of 3D points to be acquired with respect to the local geometry of the part and therefore
to compress the cloud of points during the acquisition stage.
Very few approaches intending to process the data in the earliest stage of the acquisition chain can be found
in the literature. Most of the works dealing with the use of local shape for compressing 3D data are based on
mesh structured information. Amongst them the works of Yu et al. and of R. Bénière et al. can be quoted as
being the most signiﬁcative in the context of our approach1 ,2 .
A larger state of the art presentation will include references to methods used at the diﬀerent stages of our
algorithm, including, as signiﬁcative examples the works presented in3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ...
2. METHOD
The method we propose is based on a new coarse to ﬁne approach in which from a coarse set of 2D points
associated to the local normals the 3D object model is segmented into a combination of primitives. The obtained
model is enriched where it is needed and a new primitive extraction stage is performed in the reﬁned regions.
This is done until a given precision of the reconstructed object is attained. It is noticeable that contrary to2 we
do not work on a mesh but directly on the data provided by the scanning device.
Figure 1. Global ﬂowchart
The general coarse to ﬁne algorithm is synthesized in the following diagram (ﬁgure 1).
We assume the 3D data are extracted at a given density d from 2D image(s) as in a large family of 3D
scanning devices7 as structured-light based sensing . Those set-up allows to extract the intensity of light coming
from a given point as well as the normal vector associated (see ﬁgures 2 and 3).4 The segmentation stage is
region driven and it is based on a region growing algorithm using discontinuity measure as boundary criterion.
For every region hence enclosed we try to identify a simple geometric primitive such as plane, cylinder, cone,
sphere (or portion of). For doing that a PCA is done on the Gaussian sphere representation of the normals and a
comparison with the surface rebuilt from the original 3D points is performed. If no such primitive can be found
or if the reconstructing error is too large, another parametrized model is searched under the form of a Bézier
surface. Once this done for all the regions, validated primitives are kept as well as the regions hence modelled.
A more denser set of points is acquired for the remaining regions and the process is repeated. In the regions
modeled by a Bézier surface, the process of reﬁning is stopped when no change occurs for the associated model.
3. SEGMENTATION
The segmentation is done by region growing based on a feature extracted during the acquisition process: a local
discontinuity measure. The local surface orientation, characterized by 3D normal orientation is also extracted
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Figure 2. Example of data provided by the scanner: 2D image and 3D coordinates
Figure 3. 3D normals and estimated discontinuities
during the acquisition process for further primitive detection. Our acquisition set up is based on a lighting system
projecting a pseudo random pattern on the object to be scanned; the stereo images are acquired by a calibrated
set of two cameras.
3.1 Normal extraction
To extract normal from the pseudo random lighting pattern device we have adapted a method developped for
structured lighting system by Song et al.8 The principle of the method for structured lighting is based on a
projected pattern which is a grid of points. The pattern used by the dense correlation method, meanwhile is a
pseudo-random texture (Perlin noise9). However, with the latter method, one can match the points on a regular
basis so as to reproduce a grid of points (called germs) and thereby apply the method10 to Perlin noise as shown
in Fig. 3. So we have re-implemented the method on a pseudo-random pattern and the results were compared
between normals obtained by the structured lighting method and those given by dense correlation. In addition,
we have also made a small change to the structured light approach, using four tangents instead of only two to
improve the robustness of normal calculating. The ﬁgure 4 gives an illustration of the improvement brought by
the 4-tangent method whatever the point density.
3.2 Local discontinuity or saliency estimate
As we aim at segmenting a 3D surface from a low density acquisition we need an estimate of the local curvature
to detect boundaries on the scanned object. Unfortunately it is not easy to extract a local 3D curvature from
the 2D images provided by our scanning set up. We propose a new discontinuity, or saliency, measure that can
be estimated from the 2D image of the object enlighted by the random light pattern. We use the same grid
of germs as the one used in the normal extraction. For a straigth line i of such points seen in the ﬁrst image
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Figure 4. Comparison of the accuracy of the normal estimate for various point density with 2 or 4 tangents. The reference
is computed on the highest density point cloud with a classical method.
(used as reference) the line drawn on the second image by the corresponding points is extracted and its local
deformation is measured by the orientation of its 2D normal nji on point Pj on the line (illustration in ﬁgure
5). The discontinuity coeﬃcient is deﬁned by
cji =

nji · nj−1i + nji · nj+1i
2

with n = (nx, ny)
t
At every point j, 4 such discontinuity coeﬃcients are measured along four diﬀerent lines crossing at this point:
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (1 : vertical, 2 : horizontal and 3, 4 : diagonals). The ﬁnal saliency or discontinuity coeﬃcient is the
mean values of those four oriented coeﬃcients.
Cj =
4X
i=1
cji
4
It must be noted that contrary to Dong et al.11 the 3D cloud of points is not used for this measure rendering
the method very eﬃcient in term of computation weight. This saliency estimate can be performed whatever the
point density and therefore it is well adapted to our approach. An example of normal and discontinuity measure
is given in ﬁgure 3.
The data segmentation is done on the saliency image obtained from the previous stage. A region growing
algorithm is used around a randomly chosen pixel. Once an homogeneous region is identiﬁed, it is labelled and
removed from the image. The process is iterated up to the the last non labelled pixel.
4. PRIMITIVE EXTRACTION
In every labelled region a gaussian sphere representation of the normals is used for the primitive identiﬁcation
stage. As we focus on 3D representations of mechanical parts and for simplicity reason we have chosen to
consider only four simple kind of surface patches as primitives: plane, cylinder, cone and sphere. Each one can
be described by a simple equation with very few parameters and it has a characteristic image on the gaussian
sphere. The real data are more or less noised and the real surface geometry is never exactly one of the primitive
Figure 5. Principle of discontinuity estimate
set, hence to have a settable probabilistic approach of the identiﬁcation we apply a PCA to the set of normals
belonging to the given region and we proceed to the segmentation in the eigen value space. A learning stage
using randomly (area, orientation, noise, curvature) built surface patches corresponding to the primitives allows
to segment this feature space into 5 regions: no primitive, cone, cylinder, plane, sphere. Those regions are deﬁned
by rectangular boxes and the classiﬁcation can be easily performed by simple thresholding of the eigen values.
If a primitive is identiﬁed in a given region containing N points, the distance between the primitive and the 3D
point cloud is computed, a given error threshold T and a ratio R of "good" points has been previously deﬁned
as global segmentation parameters. If the distance between points and surface is greater than T for more than
R ·N points, the primitive is rejected. If the ratioR is not reached, the region is labelled with this primitive and
no further increase of the local acquisition point density is needed. The points for which the error is greater than
T are removed from the labelled set and they are considered as belonging to a non labelled region that must be
reﬁned in the next acquisition step. Even for industrial parts many regions cannot be identiﬁed to those very
simple primitives and a more generic model must be used such as parametric local surfaces. We have chosen to
ﬁt Bézier surfaces rather than NURBS or B-spline.12 Those surfaces have been designed by P. Bézier13 to model
car bodywork and they are well adapted to our problematic. They are built from Bernstein polynomials and, in
our application, are locally designed following a 2D algorithm proposed by De Casteljau.14 An approximately
regular quadrangular grid is set on the points belonging to non labelled regions and the best 3rd order Bézier
patches are computed from the 3D points and their normals. The distance between the two Béziers patches
obtained at two successive resolution (point density) is computed pointwise and if the mean distance is smaller
than a given tolerance, we decide that the density from the previous step was high enough and the region will
not be submitted to further reﬁning by increasing the density of acquired points.
5. RESULTS
In the following ﬁgures an example of mechanical part acquisition is given.
In ﬁgure 6 an example of 2D image obtained with the coarsest density; d0 is set here so that 6991 points are
acquired. At the end of the coarse to ﬁne process , 5 primitives have been identiﬁed and 16323 points have been
captured by the scanner. It must be denoted that with the ﬁnest density 41946 points should be acquired, a
reduction of more than 60% is hence obtained.
Figure 6. 2D image from the coarsest density acquisition
Figure 7. Two examples of point cloud; on the left, the ﬁnest density and on the right, the ﬁnal necessary set.
An image of the cloud of points is given in ﬁgure 7. The maximum error, with respect to the ﬁnest possible
resolution, has been set to 0.1 mm. To store the model, only about 12000 3D coordinates must be saved.
The curves in ﬁgures 11 and 12 illustrate the quality of the ﬁnal cloud of point retained from our approach
when we vary the tolerated threshold in the primitive identiﬁcation stage. To evaluate our system we have
tried to compare with existing methods. Unfortunately, as far as we know, no such approach has been used
aiming at data simpliﬁcation during the acquisition process. Generally 3D data simpliﬁcation and compression
are performed on meshes and not directly on the raw 3D point cloud. Two of the most reknown methods, whose
software implementations are available are QSlim15 and ACVD16 methods. They propose edge preserving mesh
simpliﬁcation processes for which a compression ratio can be approximately speciﬁed and a ﬁnal error can be
computed. The comparison we have done for three diﬀerent kind of industrial parts and for approximately the
same simpliﬁcation ratio shows the same ﬁnal error is observed (ﬁgures 8, 9 and 10). This result illustrates
how our approach allows to simplify the acquisition process and to lower the size of the 3D data ﬁle without
signiﬁcative loss on the reconstructed surface. Very few parameters must be set by the user:
Figure 8. Example of ACVD, compression ratio : 51.32%
Figure 9. Our method, simpliﬁcation ratio : 52.18%
Figure 10. QSlim method, compression ratio : 51.03%
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Figure 11. Simpliﬁcation ratio with respect to error threshold for 3 diﬀerent parts
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Figure 12. Final error (distance between the low density cloud retained from our approach and the highest possible density
cloud of points) with respect to the tolerated error threshold.
• T : maximum admitted reconstruction error
• R: percentage of points used for a primitive identiﬁcation within a region
• maximum and minimum density of points.
6. CONCLUSION
A complete "intelligent" 3D acquisition system is proposed in which only the necessary points are measured.
This with respect to a given precision and, beside result, providing with a segmented model using, at least
partially, high level geometric primitives. Those primitives can be used for point cloud compression, for a large
sets of points can be replaced by the very few parameters of the primitives corresponding to the various identiﬁed
patches.
Even if the approach can be generalized for any kind of shape by using more sophisticated primitives like para-
metric surfaces (nurbs, superquadrics or supershapes); with the simple high level primitives and the identiﬁcation
method used here, only mechanical parts can be eﬃciently considered.
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